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PHASE AND GROUP VEI,OCH'IES FOR IAMB WAVES
IN DOP-26 IRIDIUM AHf)Y SIEEEI_

W. A. Simpson, Jr., and D. J. McGuire

ABSTRACt

The relativelycoarse grainstructureof iridiumweldments limits the ultrasonic
inspection of these structures to frequencies in the low megahertz range. As the
material thickness is nominally 0.635 mm for clad vent set capsules, the low
frequencies involved necessarily entail the generation of Lamb waves in the
specimen. These waves are, of course, dispersive, and detailed knowledge of both
the phase and group velocities is required in order to determine accurately the
location of flaws detected using Lamb waves, The purpose of this study is to
elucidate the behavior of Lamb waves propagating in the capsule alloy and to
quantify the velocities so that accurate flaw location is eusured. We de_-n'oe a
numerical technique for computing the phase velocities of Lamb waves (or of any
other type of guided wave) and derive the group velocities f_romthis information.
A frequency-domainmethod is describedfor measuringgroupvelocity when multiple

• Lamb modes are present and mutually interfering in the time domain, and
experimental confirmation of the group velocity is presented for the capsule
material.

q,

1. INTRODUCTION

DOP-26 iridium-basealloy containing nominally0.3 wt % tungsten, 60 wppm thorium,and

50 wppm aluminum was developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for cladding

plutonium oxide pellets in radioisotope thermoelectric generators. Although it has performed well

in the intended application, the severe elastic wave scattering from the relatively large grain size

inherent in weldments of this alloy apparently limits the maximum frequency for ultrasonic

inspection of such weldments to a few megahertz. 1"nfortunately,if the specimen is _dsothin (i.e.,

comparable to a few wavelengths or less), then the resulting waves will interact with both

• boundary surfaces simultaneously, and the infinite-medium propagation assumption of

. *Research sponsored by the Office of Space and Defense Power Systems, Radioisotope
Power Systems Division, U.S. Departmenl_of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy, under contract
DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.



conventional ultrasonicevaluation is no longer valid. For example, the total temporal extent of

even a highlydampedultrasonic pulsewill be about three cycles of the center frequency,or about

0.6 its at 5 MHz. In iridiumalloy (longitudinal wave velocity 5.035 km/s), this produces a wave

train more than 3 mm long. For the 0.635-mm-thick (less than one wavelength at 5 MHz)

DOP-26 iridium alloy clad vent set capsules, this means that the ultrasonic energy will interact

with both bounding surfaces of the specimen simultaneously. Under these conditions,

nondispersive bulk-wave propagation is replaced by a fundamentally different form of elastic

guided wave propagation, Le.,by Lamb wave propagation.

Since Lamb waves are dispersive (both phase and group velocities are functions of

frequency), it is imperative that the ultrasonic investigator have a clear understanding of this

aspect of their behavior. In particular, if measurements are to be performed in the time domain,

it is the behavior of the group velocity that is of interest, since this is the quantity actually

measured. As in the case of electromagnetic wave propagation, the group velocity of Lambwaves

may either exceed the phase velocity (normal dispersion) or be less than the phase velocity

(anomalous dispersion). In addition,the occurrence of negative group velocities has recentlybeen

theoretically predicted and experimentallyconfirmed for Lamb waves in certain materials,l This

phenomenon, which leads to the decidedly nonintuitive condition in which energy propagates

counter to the phase velocity (i.e., the wave propagates backwards), has apparently not been

observed in the electromagnetic case. The strange nature of elastodynamic wave propagation in

thin structuresunderscores the need to have a strong theoretical understanding of elastic guided

wave propagation.

The behavior of elastic wave propagation in plates whose thickness approximates a

wavelength was first elucidated by Lamb,2 who showed that the energy is distributed among a

series of modes which are analogous to the transverseelectric (TE) and transversemagnetic (TM)

modes of electromagnetic waves in waveguidcs. A recent, excellent treatment of Lamb wave

propagation has been given by Achenbach,3 who derives the familiar transcendental equation

connecting phase velocity and wave vector.

Our approach in developing a solution for Lamb waves was somewhat different. Several

years ago, we became interested in the general problem of the propagation of guided elastic

waves of all types. This interest was engendered by the observation that the velocity of guided

elastic waves is very sensitive to the boundary conditions at a solid-solid interface, and, hence,

such waves might be an excellent tool for assessing nondestructively the strength of solid-solid



joints. In part/cular,we were interested in guided waves in the center layerof a three-layer solid,

a problem that had apparentlynot been solved previously. After obtaining a general solution for

the three-layer case,' we realized that by restricting the secular determinant to the order

appropriate to other waves in layeredstructures, the analyticaland numerical techniques that we

had developed to solve the three-layer problem could be used to compute results for all of the

other common types of guidedwaves, such as Rayleigh, Lamb,Stoneley, and Love waves, as well

as for "leaky"waves of each of these types. Leaky waves are guided waves wh/ch "leak"energy

into the surroundinglayers and correspond to solutions of the secular determinant for which the

wave vector is comple_ These techn/ques have been used in the present case to invest/gate the

properties of Lamb waves propagating in iridium alloy sheeL

Strictly speaking, the waves excited in the inspection of iridium alloy capsules are leaky

Lamb waves, and the properties of such waves can be quite different from those of the true

(nonleaky) Lamb wave.s However, when the acoustic impedance of the material in which the

waves propagate differs widely from that of the surroundingmedium, the difference between

guided and leaky waves is negligible. For example, the phase velocity of a leaky Rayleigh wave

. on iron differs from the true Rayleigh wave by only about 0.05%, assuming that water is the

medium into which the wave leaks. In the case of iridium alloy, the acoustic impedance disparity

• is even greater, and, hence, the difference in the leaky and nonleaky Lamb wave velocities will

be still less.

Our work in guided elastic waves,4although encompassing both leaky and true Lamb waves,

did not explicitly present the secular determinant for these cases. Accordingly, we shall present

the theoretical derivation of the equations of propagation for Lamb waves before discussing the

numerical solution of the resulting secular determinant.

2. TftEORY

2.1 PHASE VEI.X)cr_

Figure 1 shows the geometry for the Lamb wave problem. The wave is a' amed to have

no y dependence and to propagate in the x direction in a layer of thickness 2h. The layer
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Fig. 1. Geometry for Lamb wave propagation in a plate.

material is assumed to be linear and isotropic with elastic comma p and ).. The equation of

motion which must be satisfied in the plate is:6

++v2$+ (_+ p)v(v._)= pa_l__, (i)

whereg istheparticledisplacement,and p isthematerialdensity.Now g canbe definedin

terms of the usual potentials:

$- V4)+ Vx _. (2) -

The displacementcontainsirrotationalandsolenoidalpotentialsthatgiverisetocompressional

and shear waves, respectively. I.aunbwaves, like all finite-layer guided wavca,are thus seen to be

very specific _ sets of the usual bulk waves.

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (I), we see that _ and _ satisfy:.

vz_ = (llCh a_lat 2 , v_) = OIC,z) a2_lat"-, (3)

where CI is the longitudinal wave velocity and Ct the shear wave velocity in the plate. We seek

solutions whose x dependence is of the form cxp(ikx) and which are independent of y. The latter

condition requires that _ = (0, ,_, 0); we therefore let q;y= q;. We also assume that the solutions

arc time harmonic of the form cxp(-iet), where e is the angular frequency. Thus:

v,, v,,=-¢,, (4)

or (V 2 -l-klb¢l)= 0 and (V2 + k,2),= 0. Now:

V2 =02/&2+ a2/&2= _t2+a2/az2.

Thus,thepotentialssatisfy:

d2_ldz2= _2e_' dZ,_ldz2 : p2,, (5)



where a 2 - k2 - kl2 and l_2 - k2- _2. The solutions to these equations are of the form:

. Ae_,_:)e=p[i(t=- _ot)], t. Se.=p(,p:)exp[/(_- _t)],

where A and B are arbitrarycoefficients.

The displacement g from Eq. (2) is given by:.

s. - +/_ - a,la:, s. - _/_ + +/ax. (6)

The stresses are calculated from the stress-strain relationship in an isotropic solid:

oU = _'_tt + 2ttelj,

where

+,s--(aS,l%, as/az_

is the strain tensor, and su, the trace of the strain tensor, is the dilatation. The term 8q is the

Kronecker delta functioa. Substituting for Skabove gives:

o,.,: _.(a2_iax2 + a2,t,l__)+ 2tt(a2_la:2 + a2'tla:az)

• : -xt.'_,+ 2,_:, + 2,it a,l<k. (7)

However, a2 = k2- i_2. Thus:

ou : -(_,+ 2tt)k_+ 21_t+_+ 2_tikatlik.

Also, (_. + 2p)k_ 2 " pro 2 - ttk_2 = I_(k 2" _2). Therefore:

o,,ll_= (k2 + 13:)¢+2i.tal,l& • (8)

Likewise:

o,, : tL(aS,laz+aS,laz): _[2a2¢l&az- a2,l_.2 + a2,1ax_l,

or

%ltt : 2/t_laz - (,t2 + 132)t• (9)

" Now that we have the displacements and stresses in terms of the displacement potentials,

the solution for waves propagating in the plate can be written down straightforwardly. Since we

have a single medium of finite thickness, the displacement potentials are:

¢ : Atc°sctz + Btsin_z, (10)
+ : .'nc,=13z.,._i_l_, Izl < h,



whereAi, BI, A2,and132arearbitraryamplitudesto be determined.The choiceof circularsines

and cosines for the displacement potentials was made to elucidate the symmetricand

antisymmetricpropertiesof Lambwaves,but this choice of potentials requiresthat the terms o

(_ + p_)in Eqs. (8) and (9) be replacedby (_- p2).

The boundaryconditionsthatmustbe satisfiedat z = ±h are the vanishingof the normal

andtangentialstresses(traction-freesurface). Calculatingthese valuesfrom Eqs.(8) and(9), we
findthat:

(t 2 - pX)AFcsah+ (t _ - p2)Bxs/nah- 2_plnph + 2_pB2co.ph = 0
-2_,sin_/, + 2/k_B,e.os_l,- (k2 - p_c_sph- (k2 - _=)B_iup/,- 0 (11)

(k2- _l_/Atcoso_h-(k_- p2)Blsinah + 2_A:Kmph + 2ikpBzcosph = 0
2_aApiu_h + 2Oc_BFos_h- (kz- _)A2ccs_h + (kz - _z)B_n_h- O.

If there is to be a nontrivialsolutionfor thisset of equations,then:

-2_tasin_, 2_cos_ -(_= - p_p_ -(t = - p_/np/, = 0. (;2)

2U_sin_h 2_acos_ -(_- p_)ccsph (k_- psinp

Valuesof k whichsatisfythisdeterminantalequationyieldthe phase velocitiesas a functionof

frequency(dispersionrelation)for each of the variousLambmodes.

After the roots of the seculardeterminantare found,one would also like to knowthe

amplitudesof the variouswaves (i.e., the coefficientsAi and B, for each potential). The

coefficientsaredeterminedbysolvingthe homogeneousmatrixequation:
.=,,i,,.,

z)¥ = 0, (;_)

.,ms

where D is the determinantmatrix,and Y is the coefficient matrix. Since the equation is

homogeneous,one canonlysolve for ratiosof coefficients. Thus,we set one of the coefficients

to unityand solve for the others in termsof the prescribedamplitude. Whenthis is done, two

classesof waves,designatedsymmetricand antisymmetricbecauseof the distortionsinducedin

the plate as thewave propagates(see Fig.2), are found. In our case,we firstset the coefficient

of the cosine term,_ in the shearpotentialto unityandsolve for the other coefficients. For

an antisymmetricwave,we shahthen findthatB_isnegligible(the displacementisthe derivative
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d

of its associated potential). If the wave is symmetric,however, the value for i32will be very large,

and we repeat the process with B2 set to unity.

2.2 GROUP VELOCrTY

Once the phase velocities have been determined, the group velocities can be calculated as

follows. By definition, the group velocity is:

v,=d_l_. (14)

However, the phase velocity, c, is given by:

o_= ct. (15)

Taking the total d=rivativeof both sides of this equation and dividing by de:
i.

c_._, v_.dcldv ,
1 = c dk/dto + k dclde = elya + k dcldto = Vj c



where v is the frequency. Solving for Vs:

c2 (16)
V, - c- v_ldv "

.

Thus, once we have determined the phase velocity as a function of frequency, the group velocity

can be calculated from the slope of the dispersion curve (de/dr) at any given frequency using

_. (16).
Themeasurementof Lambwavegroupvelodtyisnotoriouslydifficultwhenmorethanone

mode is present concurrently. Each mode contn_outesits own rf (radio frequency) wave packet,

which combines with any others present to yield a very complex waveform. Examples of this

phenomenon will be seen shortlyin the section on results. The contributions of each component

to the composite rf waveform often cannot be separated in the time domain unless the group

veloci._Jesare sufficiently different, and the propagation distance is such that the various wave

packets no longer overlap. In the frequency domain, however, the various modes that may be

present are often distinct, and an accurate measurementof group velocity may be obtained. The

measurement is effected by computing the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the composite

waveform, determining its phase spectrum, and computing the slope of this spectrum in the

vicinity of the spectral peaks of the various waves._ The phase slope is related to the group
i.

velocity as follows. The phase characteristicof a propagating plane wave is given by:

4,(,o)-_ - _ot. (17)

Differentiating with respect to ¢0:

d,(,0) = x_____t-x/v,- t . (18)

Thus:

(d4_(¢o) t)"1 (19)

The term t in the denominator is an arbitrarytime offset which may be set equal to zero here,

provided that all measurements are made in a single digital window. It is also important to note

that the phase spectrum is meaningful only in those frequency regions for which the amplitude

spectrum is sensibly different from zero; we chose the spectral maximato ensure good signal-to-

noise characteristics.
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. A useful adjunct to the determination of Lamb wave phase and group velocities would be

the ability to predict the time-domain waveform of a single mode, or of combinations of modes,

as a function of the propagation distance. Since the waves are dispersive, the shape of a wave

packet will change with time (or distance) because of the different group velocities with which

the various components of the packet propagate. Determination of the waveform for actual

Lamb waves is a very difficultproblemthat requires numerical integration of the results obtained I

from the phase velocity studies and which depends strongly on the transducer characteristicsand

the specimen configuration. For example, the time-domain results observed for ultrasound

introduced in the knuckle region of a capsule will differ considerably from those obtained on fiat

specimens, even when the same transduceris used, because the former condition encompasses

a much greater range of incident angles and thus a potentially greater range of frequencies. In

other words, the specific attributes of a particular test configuration must be combineA with the

phase velocity results in order to predict accurately the time-domain response of Lamb waves.

- Although a thorough studyof the time.domain behavior of Lamb waves in the present case

would require much more effort than we co__dafford to expend, some idea of the approach taken
_s

and of the results which can be obtained for a simple illustrative example can be provided. We

shall see shortly that the rf waveformof the Ao Lamb mode can be modeled fairlyaccurately by

a simple cosine-modulated Gaussian. If we can also assume that linear superposition holds for

this case, make some simplifyingassumptions about the functionalrelationship connecting ¢0and

k, and neglect the z-dependence of the wave, the time-domain response can be determined

analytically. Strictly speaking, ignoring the z-dependence of the wave is not necessary for signals

sufficiently narrowbandthat the variation over plate thickness can be neglected. However, this

will likely not be the case in practice, and as we will not present a full treatment of the time-

domain solution, reducing the problem to a single dimension for illustrative purposes is not

particularly restrictive. It merely indicates that we cannot solve the full problem analytically and

must resort to numerical techniques.

• Following the development of Jackson,s we write the time-domain response of an actual

(finite bandwidth) Lamb mode as a linear superposition of plane waves:

u(z,Offi (/c)e .c. , (20)
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where c.c indicates the complex conjugate, andwhere w(k) indicates the functional relationship

connecting angular frequency and wave number. In an actual case, this relationship would be

taken from the phase velocity results obtained earlier and the integrals determined numerically.

We also restrict ourselves to the case of true Lamb waves (k is real) so that there are no

dissipative losses. It is understood that the actual rf waveform is the real pan of Eq. (20) and

that the factor (2x) "_2in frontof the integral, inserted by some authors to emphasize the Fourier

transformrelationship between A(k) and u(x,t), has been omitted.

Since our solutions were developed from a second-order differential equation, the initial

conditions must specify both u(x,0) and its derivative. MultiplyingEq. (20) by e"_, integrating

over all space, and using the completeness properties of the exponential:
m,

f u(x,O)e-'tZd_ = x[A(k) + A'(-k)] , (21)
-m

where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. Taking the derivative of Eq. (20) and

integrating over all space:

(x,0)e-J_"_ = xlA(k)[-_(k)] . A'(-k)ff_(-k)l) . (22)

Since the properties of the wave cannot depend on whether it propagates in the positive or

negative x-direction, <o(k)= _(-k); i.e., _ is an even function of k. Solving Eq. (21) and Eq. (22):

A(k)= ¢x,O)+ (x,,O) .

Equation (23) gives the Fourier amplitude of the pulse which, when substituted back into

Eq. (20), yields the pulse shape as a function of time.

In order to obtain numerical results for the pulse shape, it is necessary to assume a

functional relationship for e(k). Since the function must be even, a simple relationship is:

to(k) = o_o 1 .

where a has the dimensions of length and, as will be seen shortly, can be chosen to control the

rate at which the pulse "spreads"in time.
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In addition to the functional relationship connecting @and k, it is also necessary to specify

the initial conditions. As mentioned earlier, a good approximation to the waveform of the A0

. mode is a cosine-modulated Gamsian. Accordingly, for the initial _ domain conditions, we

chose:

u(x,0)= e-*'nw'cos/_x
(25)

-_(x,0)=0,

where W is a characteristic width that controls the spatial extent of the pulse, and k0 is the wave

vector of the pulse _equency ¢o0.Substituting these expressions into Eq. (23) and performing the

integration, we find for the Fourier amplitudes:

We now substitute this expression and that given in Eq. (24) for _(k) into Eq. (20) to find the

time-domain behavior of our wave. The result is:

I (-*-'° ' ]e" W2(l+ ia2_ot_!
,,(=,0- -I-_I k . ,

2 _ | ia=taot

I + .....W2

where F(-k0) represents the first part of Eq. (27) with k0 replaced by -k0. From Eq. (25), the

initial width of the Gaussian envelope is W. Equation (27) (after first computing the real part

of the complex exponential) shows that, at some later time t, the envelope width is given by:

W(t) = _ W2 . {a';ot}2 . (28)

On the other hand, the square root term in Eq. (27) shows that the pulse amplitude decreases

with time. Thus, the pulse decays in amplitude and "spreads"in spatial extent as it propagates.

" This is precisely the behavior exhibited on the oscilloscope by the A0 rf waveform (or by any

other single Lamb mode).
,D

Equation (28) also shows that the rate at which the pulse spreads is governed by the ratio

a2N¢, which is the reason for our earlier statement that a determines the rate of spreading, once

an initial Gaussian width, W, has been chosen.
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Although the result contained within Eq. (28) is not directly applicable to the time.domain

behavior of Lambmodes, it does illustrate the general properties of dispersive wave propagation

and actuallymodels ratherwell the behavior of certain modes. For actual Lamb waves, however,

the two.dimensional solutions for the displacement obtained earlier would have to be integrated

numerically using the functional relationship between _ and k implicit in the phase velocity

results. While certainlyposs_le, this would involve considerablymore effort than we could afford

to expend in this limitedstudy. We have also not addressedthe time-domain problemwhen more

than one Lamb mode is present simultaneously. This would be a minor complication_however,

since one could obtain solutions comparable to Eq. (28) for each mode and then coherently sum

these time-domain results.

3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION

In order to determine the phase velocity as a function of frequency for the various Lamb

modes, we must solve Eq. (12) for the wave vector, k. Our approach has been to search the

complex plane for approximatelocal minimaof the determinant function. The minimumis then

located precisely using a two-axisNewton's approximationmethod; that is, the slope of the surface

in both the real and imaginarydirections is calculated using a step size of 10"_°,and a weighted

average is then taken to yield a conservativeestimate of the location of the minimum. We found

that a rather arcane collection of test statements was necessary to guarantee convergence to the

minimum and to prevent the program from falling into an endless cycle of corrections which

overshoot the minimum or that converge too slowly. In the final version, the program will

generally locate the minimumof the surface within 104 along both the real and imaginary axes

in ten steps (often in five steps, depending on the local nature of the surface). A final test

determines if the minimumcorresponds to a true root or merely to a nonzero minimum (which

occurs, for example, when either the real or the imaginary part of the determinant, but not both,

goes through zero). This approach will occasionally miss a root, but, in the event that the

program is uncertain about the nature of a surface minimum, the complex plane location is

printed so that the possible root can be examined in d_tail with an interactive program.

In locating the roots of the secular determinant, we note that there is a branch point

associated with each square root which defines the wave vectors _ and [_ [see Eq. (5), et seq.].

Thus, the roots of the secular equation will lie on several Riemann sheets. In defining the
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. potentials as we have in Eq. (10), however, we see that the true Lamb modes (i.e., the real roots

of the secular equation) should lie on the sheet corresponding to all positive branches of the

square root functions. Leaky modes (not considere0 here) would occur on the sheet

corresponding to the negative branch of the wave vector for the potential _ in the fluid in which

the leaky wave propagates. The wave vectors a and p; the wave amplitudesAs, B_,_ and B2;

and the Lamb wave vector, k, all complex variables, are the quantities calculated and printed by

our computer program.

The program to locate roots of the secular determinant is written in FORTRAN. In its

original incarnation, the main routine would permit secular determinants up m 16 by 16 to be

solved, which is sufficiently large to encompass a five-layer solid (three finite layers between two

sem/-infinite solids). This routine would then be linked with a subroutinecalled MATRIX, which I

defined the elements of the determinant whose roots were to be found. However, we have since I

/found it more convenient to write a separate program for each class of guided wave to be studied.

Thus, we now have, for example, a programcalled LAMB, which solves the 4 by 4 determinant

given in Eq. (12). A second program, called LEAKLAMB and not considered here, solves the

6 by 6 determinant associated with leaky Lamb waves. Still other programswere written for

Rayleigh, Love, Stoneley, and other guided wave types aswell as for leakywaves of each of these

types. All, however, were derived from the original generalized program written to solve the

multilayerelastic guided wave problem.

4. RESULTS

The material properties of iridium alloy used in calculating the phase and group velocity

dispersion curves were taken from an unpublished table compiled by M. W. Moyer of the

Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant. The salient properties are: Ct = 5.305 kin/s, C, = 3.119 km/s, and

p = 22,514 kg/m3. Figure 3 shows the dispersion curves calculated for Lamb wave propagation

in iridiumalloy sheet. The ordinate of the graph gives the phase velocity (C) of the Lamb wave

normalized to that of a shear wave in iridium alloy. Since, by Snell's law, the phase velocity is

, related to the critical angle for Lamb wave generation from a surroundingfluid, the ordinate is

also inversely proportional to the sine of the incident angle, the proportionality constant being

- the ratio of fluid velocity to iridiumalloy shear wave velocity. The abscissa of the graph is also
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dimensionless, being the ratio of frequency times layer half-thickness to the shear velocity. By

having dimensionless axes, Fig. 3 is applicable to any layer thickness.

Figure 3 showsa typicalset of alternatingmetric (S) and antisymmetric(A) Lamb

modes. As the frequency tends to zero, the only survivingmode is the lowest-order symmetric

mode, So. For all other modes (except Ao, whose phase velocity asymptoticallygoes to zero in

the low-frequency limit), there is a frequency limitbelow which the mode cannot propagate. The

high-frequency limit of each mode, most easily seen for So and A_ is just the Rayleigh wave

velocity. This is in agreement with intuition since in the high-frequency limit, the wavelength

becomes negligible in comparisonwith the sL.nple thickness, and the only guided wave that exists

on the surface of a semi-infinite solid is a Rayleigh wave.

If one drawsa horizontal line on Fig. 3 at some arbitraryordinatevalue (corresponding to

a particularphase velocity or incident angle), this line will intersect one or more of the possible

Lambmodes. For example, assume that the Lamb wave is to be excited by a plane wave incident

on the sample at an angle of 39° in water. This incident angle, by Shell's law, will produce a

Lamb wave whose phase velocity is 2.356 kin/s, corresponding to an ordinate value of 0.756 in
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Fig. 3. A horizontal line drawn at this ordinat_-_will intersect only the Ae mode. Moreover, the

intersection occurs at an abscissa value of 0.18. For 0.635-mm-thick iridium1alloy, tl,is value

. corresponds to a frequency of 1.76 MH_ Thus, using plane-wave excitation at a precise incident

angle of 39° should produce a single antisymmetric-mode Lamb wave in _:m alloy at the

specified frequency. Even for plane-wave transducers, however, the finite element size will

produce beamspread, leading to a small range of angles in the incident beam. Consequently, the

A0 mode Lamb wave will be excited over a range of frequencies, the extent of which depends on

the range of angles in the incident beam and the slope of the mode response. If a focused

transducerwere used to excite this mode at the same centerline angle, the much greater range

of angles present would probablyexcite the A0 mode over the full bandwidth of the transducer,

and the So mode would likely be excited as well On the other hand, Fig. 3 shows that, for

ordinate values in the range 2 to 3, the St mode can be excited only over a very narrowrange of

frequencies because of the nearly vertical slope of the mode curve.

At an ordinate value of 1.5 (corresponding to an incident angle of 18.5°), Fig. 3 shows that

six modes could be excited over the abscissarange depicted. These modes, in order of increasing

- frequency, are So, At, St, A2, $2, and A3. Assuming the 0.635-mm thickness mentioned above,

these modes would be excited at frequencies of 3.14, 6.58, 9.82, 13.3, 16.4, and 19.6 MI-Iz,

respectively.

Having obtained the phase velocities of the various Lamb modes, we next determined the

group velocities. The slope of the phase velocity curve was determined numerically at a given

frequency by taking a small step of 0.01 (or 0.001 when the slope was large) above andbelow the

desired point and approximating the derivative by a two-sided difference. The step size was

adjusted to yield at least six-figure accuracyfor the approximation. The computed derivative, the

frequency, and the phase velocity were then substituted in Eq. (16) and the group velocity

determined.

Figure 4 shows the group velocity (Vs) dispersion curves for the first four Lamb modes.

The results ,_ere limited to these modes because, at frequencies below about I0 MHz in the

iridiumalloy sheet, Fig. 3 shows that only these modes can be generated. For mode So, the group

velocity is equal to the phase velocity in the low-frequency limit but thereafter falls below the

latter, reaching a minimum near an abscissavalue of 0.39. The high-frequency asymptotic limit

. is again the Rayleigh velocity. For mode Ao" the group velocity rises rapidly from its low-

frequency limit of zero and, at an abscissa value of about 0.33, equals that of mode So.
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Thereafter, Ao is actuallyfasterthan S0, in contrast with the results of Fig. 3. If one were to use

the phase velocity information (as is often done) to predict the location of a flaw from its echo

arrivaltime, the conclusions could be considerably in error, as Fig. 4 illustrates.

The results described above were confirmed in flat iridiumahoy sheet. Two plane, 5-MHz,

matched broadband transducerswere used in the experimental studies. Figure 5 shows the rf

waveform of one of the transducersand Fig. 6 the spectral content. These units have sufficient

energy for useful measurements in the range -2 to 10 MHz. The transducerswere mounted in

a pitch-catch fixture, so that one unit acted as the transmitter and the other as receiver.

From Fig. 3 we see that, for ordinate values below about 0.92 (corresponding to an incident

angle of 31.1°) and neglecting transducer beamspread, only the Ao mode should be excited.

Selecting an ordinate value of 0.75, both transducerswere set to an angle of -39 °. Figure 7 shows

the received rf waveform and Fig. 8 its frequency content. The waveform, which approximates

the cosine-modulated Gaussianmentioned earlier,suggests the presence of a single Lamb mode,

which is confirmed by the spectrum. The peak of the spectral energy occurs at 1.9 MHz, which
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agrees well with the value of 1.8 MHz predicted by Fig. 3. Some error is to be expected from

unavoidable inaccuraciesin the ultrasonic goniometers as well as from materialproperties which

. may differ slightly from the assumed values. The width of the spectral envelope is determined

both by transducer beamspread and by the relatively small slope of the Ao curve near the

intersection point.

At an ordinate value of 1.5 (incident angle 18.5°), Fig. 3 indicates that three modes will be

intercepted in the region of abscissavalues less than or equal to 1 (So at 3.1 MHz, A1at 6.6 MHz,

and S1 at 9.8 MHz). Figure 9 shows the rf waveform of the received Lamb waves add Fig. 10

their spectrum. As expected, the latter figure shows that three waves are present. The _pectral

peaks of the two higher-frequency modes occur at frequencies lower than predicted, but this is

likely attn"outableto errors in the measurement of the incident angle. This is reiaforced by the

fact that subsequent spectral peaks invariablyoccurred at slightly lower than predicted values,

ir,_cating a systematicerror typicalof goniometer inaccuracy.

Figure 9 also illustratesa problemmentioned earlier. There are three wave packets in this

composite waveform (corresponding to the three generated Lamb modes), and it would be

- impossible to measure the group velocity of any of the three from _;uchan rf response. On the

other hand, Fig. 10 shows that the modes are well resolved in the frequency domain, and hence

" measurements carried out here should be free of mutual interference. That the wave packets

should arriveat approximatelythe same time is supported by the predictions of Fig. 4, where the

group velocities of the three waves are nearlyequal at the appropriate abscissa values, with So

having a slightly higher velocity than the other two modes.

For an ordinate value of 2.5, Fig. 3 indicates that four modes, At, St, $2,and A2,should be

generated in the range 2 to 10 MHz (abscissa values 0.2 to 1.02). These waves occur at an

incident angle of about 11°. In addition,Fig. 3 indicates that the slopes of the curves $1 and A 2

are nearly vertical at this ordinate value; hence, these waves should be nearly monochromatic.

This is confirmed by tae experimentaldata. Figure 11 shows the received composite waveform

and Fig. 12 the spectrum. Because of the limited memory length in our digitizingoscilloscope,

the time-domain record was inadequately sampled. Thus, the nearly monochromatic peaks near

4 MHz ($1) and 7.4 MHz (A2) in Fig. 12 are not well represented. An analog spectrum analyzer

confirmed the presence of these very sharp peaks, however. The broader peaks at about 3.6 and

. 7 MHz belong to A1 and S2, respectively. Neither S2 nor A 2 would likely be present during

capsule inspection unless the exciting transducer had reasonable response at frequencies at and
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above8 MHz;for thisreason,neitherof these modeswas includedin the groupvelocitycurves

of rig. 4.

Becausetwoquasimonochromaticwavesarepresentat an incidentangle of 11°, the wave

packetsof thesetwo Lambmodeswillbe quiteextendedin time. Thisis admirablyillustratedin

Hg. 11,where a time-domainrecord50 I_sin lengthwas requiredto capturemostof the wave

train.The ringingbeyondabout 10 itsis causedalmostexclusivelybyS, andA,2,whilethe peaks

near5 )tsare causedby the morebroadbandmodes A, and $2. The figurealsoshowsthatthe

groupvelocitiesof S, and A2 areslower than those of A, and S2,whose wavepackets arrive

earlier. This informationcan also be gleaned fromFig.4, at least forA, and S,.

These resultsindicatethat,usingthedataof Hg. 3,the investigatorcaneasilypredictwhich

Lambmodeswillbe presentfora givenincidentangle,the frequenciesat whichthese modeswill

occur,and, at least qualitatively,what the relativemode bandwidthswillbe. Foraccurateflaw

location,however,it is the groupvelocity(Fig.4) that is important,and a measurementof this

quantitymust be addressed.

Aswe mentionedearlier,becauseof thepresenceof multipleLambmodesat mostincident

angles,accuratemeasurementsof the groupvelocitymustbe performedin the frequencydomain

using phase-slopemethods[Eq. (19)]. To implementthis technique,we computedthe phase

spectrumusingthe FFT. Two transducersin a pitch-catcharrangementwereused,and the path

lengthwaschangedbya knownamount,followingwhichthe FFT wasrecomputed.The change

in thephase-slopecharacteristicoverthe knowndifferentialpathlengthwas thendeterminedand

the group velocity computed using Eq. (19). Severalerror sources for this approachwere

recognized. Chief amongthese is the goniometererrorin determiningthe incidentangle, as

mentionedearlier. In addition,thelimitedmemorylengthof ourdigitizingoscilloscoperequired

a relativelylow samplerate for long record lengths,which in turn caused a relativelylarge

time-domainerror. In mostcases,however,the resultswereadequateto validatethe theoretical

predictions.

Examinationof Figs.3 and4 also suggestspotentialproblemareas. Forthe mode A_ for

example,the groupvelocity(Hg. 4) increasesvery rapidlyneartheorigin. Thismeansthat, even

forsmallerrorsin the incidentangle,the relativeerrorin groupvelocitycanbe large. Thissame

reasoningappliesto anymodenear itsasymptoticlimit. In addition,for Ao the regionin which

thisrapidincreaseoccurslies in the range0 to 1 MHz,wherethe excitingtransducershave very

little energy(Hg. 6). Near the Rayleighvelocity(ordinatevalue -0.92 in Hg. 3), modes Aoand
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Socoalesce and cannotbe separated even in the frequency domain (the group velocities, however,
4

remsin quite disparate in the range of abscissavalues -034 to 0.7 in Fig. 4). For modes AI and

, St, Hg. 3 shows that, in the range of abscissavalues -0.4 to 0.6, the modes are too closely spaced

in the frequency domain for proper separation. In the range of ordinate :-:lues >2.5, the group

velocities of these same modes are approachingtheft asymptotic limits and are again difficult to

measure. In summary,difficulties may be expected to arise whenever we approach too closely the

asymptotic limit of a mode, or when two or more modes are inadequately separated in both time

and frequency domains.

In measuring group velocity, we followed the procedure suggested by Eq. (19); i.e., we

determined the slope of the phase characteristicafter propagation through a knowndistance and

computed the group velocity using the equation. Figure 13,which is a repeat of the theoretical

curves of Fig. 4 with our measured values superimposed, shows the results. We were primarily

interested in verifying the shapes of modes AI and SOsince these modes will probablybe most

important in evaluation of the capsules. Figure 13 also shows that, except for a single data point,

all of the measured velocities fell slightly below the predicted values. As mentioned earlier, this

is a systematic error which is probably attributable to errors in the goniometer or to slight

differences in the assumed andactualvalues for the materialproperties of the iridiumalloy. The L,

" one exception occurred for mode S_, where the data point was probably affected by some

contamination from mode AI (Fig. 3).

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The secular determinant for Lamb --=,es propagating in a plate was derived and applied

to the specific case of iridiumalloy sheet. A computer programwas written which finds the roots,

both real and complex, of this determinant, and the roots for 0.64-mm-thickalloy sheet were

determined. From these roots, a graph of the phase velocity as a function of frequency was

constructed for the various Lamb modes. A method for computing the group velocity of any

mode from the phase velocity characteristicwas presented, and a graph of the group velocities

of the first four Lamb modes was constructed.

Because of the difficulty of measuringgroup velocity in the time domain when two or more

• Lamb waves are present simultaneously, a frequency-domain technique that relies on the phase-

slope behavior of the mode was presented and applied. Group velocities were measured at

several points on the dispersion curves for the first four Lamb modes.
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A study of the possibility of predicting the time-domain behavior of Lamb waves was

undertaken. Because of the complexity of the problem and the limited time available for the

study, the results were restricted to analytical expressions for dispersive plane waves, a

simplificationthat appears to yield surprisinglygood results for some cases. A general treatment

of this topic would need considerably more time, however, but the preliminaries are in place for

a resumption of this effort if the results are deemed necessary.

Because of the material properties (primarilygrain size) of iridium alloy, Lamb waves are

necessarily generated by the low inspection frequencies required to minimize grain boundary

scattering losses in the thicknesses chosen for clad vent set capsules. This study of Lamb wave

propagationinthealloyhasshownthat,insofarasfacilitatingtheinterpretationofinspection

resultsisaprimarygoal,theresearchercanachievethisgoalbychoosingatestconfigurationthat,.

"providesmaximum resolutionofthevariousmodesintheinspectiondomain.Thatis,ifthe

inspectionisconductedinthefrequencydomain,thentheoperatingconditionsshouldbechosen

to provide maximum frequency separation of all modes which may be present. On the other

hand, if the inspection is carried out in the time domain, then the proper choice would be that

which maximizes the disparity in the group velocities of the various modes. In this manner, the
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investigator can be certain which ones of the possible modes are actually contributing to the
,t

acquired data. In addition, the manner in which ultrasound is introduced into the capsule is

criticallyimportant in determining the complexity of the resulting ultrasonic data display. If the

incident energy is introduced in the knuckle region of the capsule using a focused transducer,for

instance, essentially all incident angles from 0 to 90° will be present, and the resulting displaywill

be very complex and consist of combinations of several Lamb modes. In addition, very little of

the available energy would propagate in the desired direction (i.e., along the capsule axis). A

better configurationwould be that in which the ultrasonic energy is introduced in the fiat region

on the capsule top using the same transducer. The range of incident angles would be greatly

reduced, thereby simplifying the Lamb mode spectrum, but much of the energy would still

propagate in nonuseful directions. Perhaps the best configuration would be that in which a plane-

wave transducer was used to generate a single Lamb mode in the capsule top flat region. With

this configuration, the researcher could be assured of precisely which mode was generated

(indeed, the mode generated could be controlled by changing the incident angle). Lastly, this

configuration would produce maximumenergy in the desired direction, thereby increasing test

sensitivity.

Regardless of which configuration is used in evaluating the capsules ultrasonically, the

" results of this study will allow the investigator to interpret the test results more clearly and

quickly. In particular, the group velocity curves will permit identification of the Lamb mode

producing a given flaw signal and yield more accurate flaw locations by providing exact group

velocity information.
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